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SCROLLING INDEX WITH PRODUCT DETAIL

Home > Bakeware > Cake & Bundt Pans

Cake & Bundt Pans

[+] See Other Bakeware

All New Products
All Customer Favorites
All Sale Items

Narrow Your Selection:

Price:
$10 – 15
$15 – 20
$20 – 25
$25 – 30
$30 – 35
$35 – 40
$40 – 50

Brand:
Chicago Metallic
Nordicware

60th Anniversary Bundt 
Nonstick Cake Pan

Price #34.99

Tunnel of Bundt Baking 
Insert

Price #14.99

Bundt Nonstick 
Sandcastle Pan

Sale $16.99

Nordicware 2-piece 
Angel Food Cake Pan

Price #18.99

Checkerboard Cake 
Set

Price #12.99

Item # 22171

Tunnel of Bundt Baking Insert
Make Bundt cakes with delicious fillings inside.

Your Price Qty

$ 14.99

Add to Registry |  Add to Wishlist

This nonstick insert can be used with most NordicWare® round 
Bundt pans that have a center tube. Simply fill your Bundt pan with 
batter, place the tunnel insert on the pan's center cone, and bake. 
When cake is done, remove the insert and fill the cavity with 
frosting, chocolate, or your own favorite filling. 7" Dia.
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Breadcrumb indicates the customers location on the web site.  The right-most entry is the current page 
location; underlined entries are clickable and will take the customer back to that page in the navigational 
hierarchy.

“[+] See Other Bakeware” is an expandable module that opens on click to reveal additional bakeware 
categories.  These categories are redundant with the tertiary navigation options in the secondary 
Bakeware section (Shop > Bakeware > Bakeware Subcategories.)

Quick links to common and popular set or groups of products. Each link takes the customer to a new page 
with an organized index of products matching the selected criteria (New, Sale, and Customer Favorites.)
See wireframes SHOP_NEW and SHOP_SALE for examples.

On product index pages, customers may filter displayed products by price range.  Choosing a price range 
refreshes the page content and displays only products within the selected range.

On product index pages, customers may filter displayed products by brand.  Choosing a brand name 
refreshes the page content and displays only products of the selected brand.

The product index is displayed as a horizontally scrolling list. The left and right arrows cause the 
displayed thumbnails to shift one place to the left or right, respectively.  When the beginning or end of the 
index list is reached, the corresponding arrow is deactivated.  The product index does NOT display in a 
circular/modulus manner to make it obvious to customers that the product list is finite.

When a product thumbnail or product name is selected, the page refreshes to display that products 
details, price, and interactive imagery. The currently displayed product is highlighted in the scrolling list 
with a graphic border.

The product detail area include interactive merchandising for all products. The type of interactivity may 
vary based on product type.  Please see the Interactive Merchandising documentation for further 
information about interface behavior, and see the product database for more information about the type of 
interactivity for each product.

“View Larger Image” opens a pop-up browser window and displays a larger product image (500x500 
pixels.)  The larger image does not include interactive merchandising. Some products may include 
additional views at the larger size.  See the wireframe  PRODUCT_LARGE_THUMBNAILS for an 
example.

The product’s standard price is displayed and customers may choose a quantity for purchase.  The 
default quantity value is 1. There are no maximum quantity values. If the product is on sale, promotion, 
special, or has other price reductions, the original price is displayed with cross-through text in grey and 
the reduced priced is displayed in bold red to the left of the original price with a tag describing the price 
reduction.  See the wireframe PRODUCT_SALE_PRICE for an example.

“Add to Cart” will add the product (and appropriate quantity) to the customer’s shopping cart and take 
them to the Shopping Cart page. See the wireframe SHOP_CART for an example.

“Add to Registry” and “Add to Wishlist” will add the product (and appropriate quantity) to the customer’s 
corresponding list and display a confirmation message.  They are not taken to their list page when they 
add a product. If a customer is not logged in, they will be asked to login before the product may be added. 
If the customer does not have an account, they will be given the option to create a new account before the 
product may be added.


